All Are Welcome
by Alexandra Penfold
Get a glimpse into the day of a school where families from all walks of life are welcome.

Kate, Who Tamed the Wind
by Liz Garton Scanlon
When Kate's neighbor gets frustrated with the wind blowing through his house, she brings him tree saplings to plant in his yard.

Interstellar Cinderella
by Deborah Underwood
Cinderella is a skilled mechanic fixing her space ship so she can attend the Royal Space Parade. When the prince's ship needs fixing, can Cinderella come to the rescue?

ABCs from Space:
A Discovered Alphabet
by Adam Voiland
Find the letters of the alphabet in satellite images of rivers, clouds, islands, and other land forms.

Hello Hello
by Brendan Wenzel
Take a trip around the planet and meet many different animals that we share the earth with.
Life on Mars
by Jon Agee
A young astronaut travels to Mars bearing a gift, but will he find anything amidst all the hills and craters of the planet?

Dad and the Dinosaur
by Gennifer Choldenko
Nicholas and his dad, Big Nick, set out in the nighttime to find his lucky dinosaur and conquer fears.

Love
by Matt de la Pena
Discover the many types of love we experience every day in this poetic story about persevering through the ups and downs of life.

Crunch the Shy Dinosaur
by Cirocco Dunlap
Readers learn how to gently approach very shy dinosaur Crunch, give him space, and sing him to sleep.

Older than the Stars
by Karen Fox
Learn about the Big Bang Theory through a poem and collage-style illustrations.

Mapping Sam
by Joyce Hesselberth
After putting her family to bed, Sam the cat creeps out of the house and explores, teaching readers about maps and other types of cartography.

Every Color Soup
by Jorey Hurley
Can you fit every color of the rainbow into a soup? This story features many colorful vegetables and has a recipe for Every Color Soup in the back.

Giraffe Problems
by Jory John
Edward the giraffe is embarrassed by his very “necky” neck. When he meets Cyrus, a turtle with barely any neck at all, can the two work together to solve their problems?

Earth: My First 4.54 Billion Years
by Stacy McAnulty
Earth tells the story of its first 4.54 billion years with both silly tales and geological facts.

Inky’s Amazing Escape
by Sy Montgomery
Based on the true story of an octopus who escaped from a New Zealand aquarium, this book will show readers just how intelligent and curious and octopus can be.